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Abstract :
‘C’ may primary basic foundation of this corollary universe may not be any other cause

Keyword :
Always, we are consider about that how may growth this corollary universe (not relative)? Is
based on the ‘c’

Introduction :
Rather, this universe has not hide its secrete to find is our right by the theory of absolutes.

Demonstration :
We know well that C is constant, absolute, independent and maximum infinity. How is it infinity?
Because it is not able for measurement of the whole universe. Rather it is apply only for our galaxy, not
for universe. So that it is maximum. Present scientists say that these appear universe 96% is darkness. 4%
lightness. Let us see something formulates in which ‘C’ is basic primary foundation.

Formula 1
‘C’ having components :
Mass
1 g.

Diameter
1cm.

Motion
C cm.

Result : is an unit for our galaxy.

Formula 2
E = mc2 by Einstein

E = mc2 = 9*1020 erg.

Result : Is an unit for measurement of external energy of 1 Gramm.
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Formula 3
E = mc-2 by the theory of absolutes
E = mc-2 = 9*1020 erg.

…(Ref: 12th paper. Date February 11, 2013)

Result : Each living entity having the same internal energy is an unit for measurement 1/c g. matter.

Formula 4
2

-2

E = mc * E = mc = 1,

Or

c/1 * 1/c = 1

Result : This 1 is microparticle , which may growth by the sex discrimination between male and female
together have a baby boy or a baby girl by the proportion of percentage between two equations.
Formula 5
Light
Space
c/1
1/c
corollary universe

Motion
c/1

Time
1

Water
1/c
= 1 is a basic particle for

Result : If you have success to get this material you may get basic particle for the corollary universe.

Conclusion :
The theory of absolutes may a better substitute for relativity. Because, the theory is based on the
‘C’
Time is eternal = ∞ space time motion are invisible in this state.
Time = 1 us a visible aspect in the event occur whenever space motion connected to time while they
become absoluteness. And whenever they remove from the time while they become absoluteless. In the
theory of absolutes there is not at all imagination. Note the velocity of light having by the time ether.
c/1 and 1/c is a time dilation and space contraction. Higgs Boson may be proof to the transition of each
entity that is a proof any entity may not be destroy.

